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A COMPUTER SIMULATION 
OF 
THERMOSIPHON REBOILERS 
by 
SEUNG LYONG CHEE 
ABSTRACT 
A vertical thermosip.hon reboil er for butane vaporization 
was designed by computer simulation. The computer algorithm 
was based on Fair's work, as modified to include the Chen 
correlation for boiling heat transfer. 
The simulation yields circulation rates and exit vapor 
quality for specified tower bottom conditions and a specified 
reboiler hardware configuration. 
The validity of the algorithm was tested against Fair's 
example and gave results that were in good agreenent. 
Computer time required for the simulation is 11.2 sec. on 
a Cyb er 7 30. 
iv 
I. SCOPE 
Several types of reboilers are currently used in the chemical 
processing industries and oil refineries,but vertical thermosiphon 
reboilers are generally the cheapest,easiest to support,most 
readily cleaned, and most compact of reboil er types_. 
During the past few decades,the design of this class of re-
boiler has progressed. However,rational design procedures to 
develop truly optimal design are still lacking. Published design 
~ethods employ models that are either primarily mechanistic or 
statistical in detail. 
Each approach has its advantage. Fair (1) prefers the 
mechanistic approach for vertical natural-and forced-circulation 
units because all of its elements have been studied individually 
and are fairly well understood. But the particular way in which 
these elements interact may not always be known precisely,and 
it is necessary to analyze many over-all performance data to define 
the interactions. For this purpose,a digital computer simulation 
is very useful. A computer solution is the only practical design 
method for this type of unit because of the multitude of trial 
and error solutions required. The computer design method for 
thermosiphon reboiler will be the topic of this paper. 
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II. INTRODUCTION 
Fig.1 illustrates a vertical thermosiphon reboiler. They 
are usually hung on the tower,thus minimizing foundation,struct-
ual,and plot area requirements. They also use an extremely short 
process fluid discharge line which directly connects the UD'Cer 
channel to the tower minimizing pressure drop and vapor line costs. 
Furthermore,since the process fluid is placed in the tubes,clean-
ing and normal maintenance are relatively simple. Steam is usual-
ly used as a heating medium because it has a low fouling tendency 
and makes it possible to reduce reboil er cost by specifying a fixed 
tube sheet reboiler. 
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FIG.1 Vertical Thermosiphon Reboiler 
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Several disadvantages of vertical thermosiphon reboilets 
should also be mentioned. First,since no more than three parallel 
vertical ·thermosiphons should be "installed on a single tower, the 
maximium reboiler area is limited. Even with sixteen foot tubes 
(eight ·foot tubes normal) ,not more than 10,000 to 12,000 ft of 
area can be provided. Secondly,there is little allowable leew~y 
from the normal liquid level,which is generally established in 
the vicinity of the upper tube sheet. Lowering the- liquid level 
strongly reduce circulation,while raising the level will ~oon 
cause flooding of the pr·ocess fluid exit line. Thirdly,vaporizat-
i6n is limited to 40% or less because of fouling tendencies. 
Finally,the circulation rate is limited by the flow loop hydraulics. 
Especialli,use of thermosiphon reboilers should be avoided with 
·viscous fluids,high percent vaporization,low process flows,and 
fluctuating feed levels. 
-As shown in Fig.1, the liquid level in the holdup section is 
usually maintained at about the level of the top tube sheet of the 
reboiler. ~owever,as shown by Frank and.Prickett (2),that is,the 
level is the optimum liquid level is a _function of system pressure, 
higher at higher pressure and ·1ower at sub-atmospheric pressure. 
The entering liquid is belo~ its boiling temperature because of 
static head and heat losses in the inle~ line. 
Two phase pressure drop and heat transfer occur in the re-
mainder of the tubes;the two-phase mixture passes through the 
exit ~iping and into the holdup Section where the liquid and 
•. 
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vapor separate. The circulation rate is determined by a _momentum 
balance between the liquid leg AB and the· vaporization leg BD. 
Moreover, the various type o.f flow patterns that are encounter-
ed during the up'{:ard flow of cocurrent vapor-liquid mixture thr_o"ugh 
a vertical thermosiphon reboiler tube are (i )bubpl_e ,_(ii )slug (iii) 
annular and (iv)mist .. These flow regimes occur in the order of in-
creasing vaporization but no sharp demarcation exists. 
S-lug flow lessens stable operation of the :r;-eboiler by send-
ing alternative layers of liquid and vapor ,for this reason,it is 
desirable to avoid the slug flow region. 
In mist flow,which is the extreme regime of two-phase flow, 
heat transfer rates are ve:r;-y poor due to the continuous gas phase, 
and theref9re is to be also avoided. A thorough knowledge of the 
various types of flow regimes,conditions of their onset,and the 
tegions of occurrence is essential for a sound design~ 
In th~s report, Fair'$ and motjified Fair's were used to estab-
lish flow regime because these are suggested to be the most reason-
able. However,there is nb completely ·satisfactory method for pre-
diction of the flow regimes in vertical cocurrent two~phase flow. 
III. DESIGN METHODS AVAILABLE IN LITERATURE 
Vertic~l thermosiphon. reboilers are difficult to calculate 
strictly theoretically. A rigorous analysis of these reboilers 
requires not only the knowledge of heat-transfer relationships 
4 
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but also hydrodynamic effects,since the rate of vaporization and 
fluid circulation are closely interrelated. The successful design 
of a thermosiphon r.eboiler is thus dependent upon the prediction 
of a tubeside coefficient,which in turn is complications owing to 
the presence of two phase. 
Fair (1), (10), (11) and Hughmark (12), (13), (14) have published 
practical design procedure that incorporate both a pressure and a 
thermal balance applied locally and totally over the reboiler. A 
computer design method similar to that of Fair was published Sarma, 
et,al(15). Fair's method is a stepwise procedure fo~ hydrodynamic 
and heat transfer calculations along the ~ube length using incre-
ments of vaporization,making use of two-phase flow correlations· 
for gas-liquid flow developed by Lockhart and Martinelli(16). 
Hughmark's approach(12) as m~re or less similar to that of 
Fair excapt for the correlations used for the hydrodyn~mic and heat 
transfer calcu1ation. Hughmark insists that the Lockhart-Martinen·i 
correlation used by Fair is based primarily on horizontal liquid-
gas flov,r and is not applicable to 'vertical upward two-phase flow. 
He recommend~ the Hughmark-Pres~burg correlation(6) for holdup and 
two-phase pressure drop. Sarma,et,al(15) state that the methods of 
Fair and Hughmark lack a sound theoretical basis since specifi.c 
account is not taken of the various flow patt~rns when making hydro-
dynamic and heat transfer calculations. They recommend the equations 
of Orkiszewskf(7) for vertical upward cocurrent two-Ph?.se flow. 
5 
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IV". PROB°LEMS ASSOCIATED WITH VERTICAL THERMOSIPHON REBOILER DESIGN 
AND OPERATION 
Several problems related to the design and operation of verti~ 
cal thermosiphon reboilers should be mentioned .. The first one is 
stability _chara,cteristics of vertical thermosiphon studied by 
Shellene,et.al.(3). They observed that the reboiler operated satis-
factorily only withiri a limited rangS of pressure drop across the 
tubes and that this range became increasingly small as the heat 
flux increased. A point vras reached at which the system o;rera ted 
with stability at only one value of tube pressure drop. Tbus,if 
stable operation is maintained,the ultimate limit on reboiler 
capacity results from vapor binding in the tubes. 
Several techniques for incre~sing the stability of vertical 
thermosiphon were also given. These include decreasing the heating 
medium ternperature,increasing the inlet piping resistance,increasing 
the exit piping cross-sectional area if smaller than the flow area 
of the tubes,increasing the tube diamet~r and decreasing the tube 
length. 
The second· method for stability improvement is the sh~ll must 
be designed to vent properly as reported by Smith(4). As little as 
,1% or 2% of ·noncondensables can reduce the shell side coefficient of 
steam from 2,000 to 200 to 300 atu/(hr)(ft)rF). The method of remov-
ing steam condensate is equally important. A third stability concern 
is tube vibration. Eilers and Small(5) demonstrate 
6 
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a case \·There a verti9al ther·mosiphon reboiler was quickly destroyed 
because of tube vibrations caused by improper me·chanical design. 
Another area for concern is analysis of the two-phase region, 
especially in the vertical tube. During the past ·few decades,there 
have been several analysis published Hughmark(6),0.rk.isz·ewski(7), 
Hagedorn(8),and Chen(9). As reviewed pr.eviously, Chen's method is 
more rea~onable than the other because the concept of super position 
of heat~transfer mecihanisms was modified by Chen to account for the 
suppression effect of the moving fluid on the boiling rate. Chen's 
approach provides the designer with a .method of obtaining a forced 
convection boiling coefficient with a minimum of model detail con-
siderations. 
V. PRO?OSED METHOD 
In this report,the method of Fair and Sarr:;a,et.al(15). is used 
as the basis for the model because equation and correlations used 
wer~ in easily programmable fo~m. And finally,since of specific 
flow regimes is tal<en, this m·ethod is considered theoretically 
sounder than that of others( 2f.). 
As mentioned before,the heat transfer correlations usec in this 
article are the s~milar to those used by Fair and Chen. 
VI. DESIGH PROCEDURE 
The first design method for vertical thermosiphon reboilers to 
appear ·in the literature is that of Fair(l). On the basis of 
7 
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comparative commercial data,Fair claimed that overall transfer co-
efficient may be predicted within an accuracy of+ 30%. 
The following easy design procedure was suggested by Fair ~nd 
will be used in this paper. 
* Preliminary Design 
1) Select tubing material and dimensions. 
2) Select heating medium. 
3) Estimate over..,.all heat transfer coefficient. 
4) Calculate required surface and number of tubes. 
* Circulation Rate 
1) Select flow loop geometry. 
2) Assume exit fractional vaporization,X·. 
. e 
3) Evaluate length of sensible heating zone. 
4) Obtain followi~g valu~s. 
a) T\iro-phase density, e tp at X / 3. e 
b) Two-phase pressure drop factor, tJ at 2X / 3. e 
5) Obtain e and rf, for exit conditions. tp 'µ 
6) Calculate circuration rate from pressure balance,accounting for 
static,fractional,and acceleration losses. 
7) Calculate boilup,and check against required value. 
8) Repeat calcu,la:tion,adjusting flow loop geometry if necessary, 
until assumed X gives the proper boilup rate. 
e 
-i:- Heat Transfer 
1) Choose an increment of vaporization starting at the end of the 
sensible heating-zone. 
8 
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Use average value for X for inc~emental calculations. The cir-
culation rate already obtained on the basis of average conditions 
should be used for initial calculations. 
2) Calculate or obtain basic variables for; 
a) THo-phase density, ~ tp. 
b) Two-phase pressure drop factor, ~-
c) Tv:o-phase convective heat transfer coefficient, htp. 
d) Boiling heat transfer coefficient from the article, hb. 
e) Boili_ng heat transfer correction factor ,0(. 
f) Cor.1bined film coeffici-ent, hv. 
g) Length bf increment,based on heat balance. 
h) Stati.c pressure loss. 
i) Fractional pressure loss. 
j) Acceleration loss. 
k) Total pressure loss. 
3) Continue stepwise calculations to end of tubes. 
Aft~r ptessure loss in exit piping is taken into account. The 
residual pressure should equal the fixed pressure below the tray 
in the tower. 
-~- Flo"w Regime 
Decide the ·flow regime at each vapor quality· using Fair '·s and the 
. . 
modified Fair's map. 
9 
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VII. DETAIL DESIGN 
1) Preliminary Design 
* Heating l,1edium 
Condensing steam is the most common heating medium for -re-
boilers. Other media include hot water, hot oil, patented heat 
transfer media,anc combustion gases. 
* Preliminary Transfer surface· 
After selection of reboiler type and heating mediµm have 
been made a preliminary overall heat transfer coefficient is ne-
cessary~ 
u = 
r' p 
1 (t) 
\·!here; r '. is resistance for heating side p 
r., is resistance for boiling side h 
Values of these ·combined resistances,based on 
typical operating 
data,are given in Table 1. Preliminary transfer surface is next 
calculated by means of the conventional heat transfer equations; 
0 ( ) 
A = u3t 2 
Where A and U refer to the process fluid surface. To select a 
tubing material and dimensions,we can use readily published hand-
book or data from many companies which have standardized on rela-
tively few combination of tubing diameter,gage,and length. 
10 
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Table 1-Preliminary Design Resistance 
HEATING SIDE ( rp) 
Condensing Steam 
Cooling hot water 
Cooling hot oil 
EO~LIHG SIDE (rr{) 
c2-c4 hydrocarbons 
Gasoline and naphthas 
.Aromatic 
c2-c7 alcohols 
Chlorinated bydrocarbons 
CLEAN 
0.0005 
0.0025 
0.008 
CLEAN 
0.003 
0.005 
.0.003 
0.003 
·0.004 
( 1) 
SERVICE 
0.001 
0.0045 
0.01 
SERVICE 
0.004 
0.006 
0.004 
0.004 
0.007 
Ba~is; Pressures used in commecial fractionations. 
From the total duty and heat flux,calculate the required 
number. of tubes, based ·on selected diameter and length. Given· the 
limit of standard heat-exchanger configurations,the influence of 
tube dimensions is found to be nominal,with 1-in. by 8-ft. tubes 
frequently used for commercial reboil ers. The 8-ft length seems 
to strik~ a balance between complete vaporization in long tubes 
and predominantly sensible-heat transfer in short tubes. 
Thus,tubes are seldom longer than 12ft.,although short tubes, 
4-6ft.long are sorneti~es used in vacuum services. Cleaning con-
siderations usually limit tybe I.D to lin.rninirr,um,which is ·suitable 
11 
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for most applications,although ·lt-in. ,1~-in.,arid even 2-in.tube 
have been installed. 
Size the reboiler inlet and outlet piping to achieve the 
proper pressure-drop relations. The cross-sectional I.D. area 
of the outlet piping should be approximately equal to that of 
the total tubes.whereas the cross-sectional I.D. area of the inlet 
piping should be no greater than half that o"f the total tubes. 
Also,tubeside fluids should leave the reboiler axially,in order 
to minimize pressure drop in the return line·, 
Assure that the reboiler is capable of stable operation over 
the widest possible range of condi.tions. This requires- careful 
attention to the design of the tower's bottom section and the 
mode of instrument control over the entire distillation system. 
Flo".' fluctuation through the reboiler can be staoiliz~d by in-
corporating a properly sized restric_ting orifice in the liquid 
inlet pipe. Taking between 25% and 40% of the total loop pressure-
drop across an inlet restriction will provide a dampening effect. 
~et the reboiler elevation according to the .operating liquid 
level in the tower. lilaximum heat flux may be achieved if most of 
the liquid is vaporized by the time it reaches the top of the tubes 
and this occurs when the liquid level in the column is about one-
third the tube length· above the 'bottom tubesheet. 
Unfortunately,operation at such a level also produces maximum 
fouling,and it is therefore the usual practice to start operation 
with the liquid level at the same elevetion as the top tubesheet. 
12 
It wi~l be found thst th~ optimum liquid level is frequently a 
function of the system pressure,being higher at highe~ pressure 
and lower at subatomic pressures. 
2) -Circulation Rate 
Prediction of the heat transfer rate on the process side of a 
thermosiphon reboiler is complicated by the fluid dynamics of the 
system. Before the heat transfer rate can be predicted,a pressure 
balance must be made in ord~r to establish circulation rate. 
* Reboiler Flow Loop 
Liquid flows from the: reservoir through a feed leg to the base 
of the reboiler where it is distributed fairly uniformly to the 
tubes. Of course,the feed leg may include valves and other resist-
ances to flow. The inle·t liquid is belm·: its boiling temperature. 
So,after the boiling point is .reached v~porization occurs and two-
phase flow regimes are established and add greatly to the complexity 
of analyzing the pressure balance between feed leg and vaporization 
leg. 
For thermosiphon reboilers,a balance between the f~ed leg(from 
tower reservoir to reboiler) and the vaporization leg(reboiler back 
to tower). Thus,the amount of vaporization influences the recircu-
lation rate. For forced~circulation reboilers the rate is set by 
the pump design. 
* Two-Phase Flow 
Many process operation and equipment requ_ire the handling of 
a ·two-phase mixture of a liquid and· a vapor or gas. Usually,though 
13 
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not always,ther$ is a phase change occuring simultaneously with the 
flow. The flow and.heat transfer mechanism for a two-phase flow 
are-quite different from those for a single-phase flow. A warn-
ing is in ord~r at this point; calcul~tion of two-phase flow pre-
ssure drop and heat transfer are generally li)uch _less precis:e than 
for single-phase flow. No published method is totally perfect. 
Before calc~lating the pressure drop or heat iransfer coeff-
icient,we need to show more about the two-phase flow regime. 
* Characterization of Liquid-Gas/Vapor Two-Phase Flows. 
This discussion the liquid and gas(vapor) are the same com-
ponent. This situation is common in reboiler design. For-vertical 
flow in reboiler tubes,the two-phase mechanism is generally turbu-
lent flow for both phases. 
Two-phase flow is more generally described according to flow 
pattern. Such patterns are based on visual observations and the 
generally accepted categories(flow regimes) of two-phase flow are 
bubble., slug, (slug-annular) tran·si ti~n and annular-mis·t ( 7). They 
are ideally depicted in Fig. 2 and Fi'g. 3 and briefly described as 
follows. 
BUBBLE FLOW; (Fig.3A) 
·The pipe is almost completely filled with the liquid and the 
free-gas(vapor) phase is small. The gas(vapor) is present as 
small bubbles,randomly distributed and of randomly sized. The bubbles 
move at different veloci"ties depending upon their respective dia-
meters. The liqu_id moves up the pipe at a fairy uni.form veioci ty 
14 
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Fig.2. Flow patterns in a vertical evaporator tube 
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and,except for its density,the gas phase has little effect on the 
pressure gradients. 
SLUG FLOW; (Fig.3B) 
In this regime,the gas phase is more pronounced. Although 
the liquid phase is still continuous,the gas bubbles coalesce and 
form stable bubbles of approximately the same size and shape which 
are nearly the diameter of the pipe. They are separated by slugs 
of liquid. The bubble velocity is greater than that of the liquid 
and can be predicted in relation to the velocity of the liauid slua. - 0 
A film of liquid surrounds the gas bubble. The liquid velocity 
is not constant-whereas the liquid slug always moves upward(in the 
direction of bulk flow); the liquid in the film may move upv:ard but 
possibly at a lower velocity ,or it may move dovmward. These vary-
ing liquid velocities will result not only in varying wall friction 
loses,but also in a "liquid holdup" which influence flo,·1ing density. 
TRANSITION FLOV (Annular-Slug Transition); (Fig. 3C) . 
The change from a continuous liquid phase to a continuous gas 
phase occurs in this region. The liquid slug between the bubbles 
virtually disappears,and a significant amount of liquid becomes 
entrained in the gas phase. Although the effect of the liquid are 
significant,the gas phase is more predominant. 
ANNULAR-l·TI ST FLOW; (Fig. 3D) 
The gas phase is continuous. The bulk of the liquid is intrain-
ed and carfied in the gas phase. A film of liquid wets the pipe 
wall, but its effects are not significant. The gas phase is the 
16 
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controlling factor. 
For vertical flow,generally only four of the flow pattern 
types have been observed(Collier(25D. In order of increasing 
vaporization (i.e. ,from bottom to top of the reboiler tube), the 
patterns are arranged:bubble ~ slug ---"1 annular----; mist 
Annular flow ,mist flov: ,and their transition regime must also 
be considered ~hen fractional vaporization across the reboiler 
is high. Mist flow should be avoided since the gas phase is 
continuous and heat transfer rates are correspondingly low. 
To cope with the complex problem,the many published methods 
~McKee (26)) were analyzed to determine whether any one method was 
broad enough,or had the ingredients to be broad enough,to predict 
accurately pressure drops over a wide range of conditions. In this 
report,Fair's map will be used to analyze two-phase regime which is 
the most reasonable published. 
* Pressure Drop in Two-Phase Flow 
Pressure drop in t's<!o-phase flow is closly related to the flov: 
pattern as defined by its void fraction and phase distribution. 
The two-phase flow of a vapor-liquid mixture in a channel with heat 
addition is a variable density flow in the one-dimensioned flov' 
concept. 
If the pressure drop along the channel is relatively small 
compared with the absolute pressure,the flow is practically incom-
pressible -- this means that the density of each phase is practical-
ly constant. The change in bulk flow density is thus due to the 
17 
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phase change caused by boiling alnng the channel . 
During the process of phase .change,i.e.,void increase,the 
phase and velocity distfibutions are changed and so is the momentum 
of the flow. 
Two single-phase pressure drops are commonly us~d as references; 
the superficial single-phase pressure drop,obtained by assuming that 
only one-phase flow rate is flowing in t~e channel alone,and the 
actual single-·phase pressure drop, obtained by assuming that the 
total flow rate is flowing in the channel as a single-phase. The 
relative magnitude of fractional and momentum pressure drop depends 
strongly upon the ~low pattern~ 
Pressure c_hange in two-phase .flow aris.e from following three 
sources: 
1.Friction loss: this loss always cause a pressure decr~ase in the 
direction of flow. The pressure loss due to friction in a two-
phase flow i-s generally much higher than a comparable single phase 
flow because of the roughness of the vapor-liquid interface. The 
pressure gradient due to friction depends upo·n local conditions 
which change in a con.densing or boiling flm1. Therefore the total 
pressure effect from friction depends on the path of tondensation 
or vaporization. 
2. J.fomentum effect: a. change in the velocity, and hence the kinetic 
energy of the stream cause momentum effects. The pressure· change 
from this cause is· negative(pressure loss) if the flow accelerates 
18 
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as in boiling and positive (pressure _gain) if the "flov: decelerates, 
as is the usual case in condensation. ~he total effect on pressure 
from this cause depends only upon terminal conditions,though in 
some cases -it may be necessary to calculate the local pressure gra-
dient contributed by velocity changes. 
3. Hydrostatic effects: result these effects from changes in e1eva...; 
tion of the· fluid. The. pressure from this source alone ah:ays 
decreases in an upward direction and is zero in a horiz·ontal tube. 
The local gradi~nt depends upon the local density; therefore it is 
generally necessary to calculate this contribution along the path 
of condensation or vaporization. 
The algebraic sum of the three contribution is equal to the 
net tota1 pressure effect. In process ~pplications,the friction 
loss usually predominates in horizontal configurations and is 
usually comparable to the hydrostatic effect in vertical designs. 
However, in very high velocity condensing flov.rs, the momentum 
effect may be greater than the other co0tributions,resulting in a 
pressure z:-ise from inlet to outlet. For boiling flows,momentum 
effects always result in a loss of pressure and should always be 
checked. 
Calculition of the pressure loss may be made as follows. 
1. Pressure Drop(Inlet leg) 
with reference to Fig.1,a mechanical energy balance between 
points A and a· 1$ 
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where; p = pressure, lbf/ft2 
z = height, ft 
v1 = liquid velocity, ft/ sec 
1,' ,, = shaft work s done by system, 
ft li~uid 
F = friction loss, (ft)(lb-)/lb I m 
Change in liquid velocity are normally considered under frictional 
effects; thus, dV1=0. The friction loss ter~ is evaluated by the 
Fanning equation; 
dF = 
4f1V{ 
2g: D 
'-'C i 
dL 
where; f
1 
= Fanning friction factor (Friction factor used in the 
lfoody ( 1 7 )plot) 
Substitution of equation(4) into equation(3) and integrating 
between A and B gives 
( 5) 
equation(5) is the basic design equation for the inlet leg. 
(Mote; b. W =0 except in the face of forced circulation reboilers.) 
s 
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2. Pressure Drop (Out leg) 
Between points B and A(Fig.1), we car1 use equation(2) aga1r:. 
In this case dW
5
=0 but dV1~ 01 the working equation is; 
6P t = OU 
= _L( e dZ - Ls~ V dV -'.je dF g .J tD g tt tw -::: t"J C . C . . . . 
where; -g~s~\':)ctz = Hydrostatic loss 
C . 
-~e ... Vt dVt = rriomentU!:':(acceleration)loss g l.D p D C • . 
J~ ... dF = friction loss J --P 
(~) 
The three terms of equation(E) ~ill be considered se;a~a~ely as 
follows. 
(1) Hydrostatic Head Loss 
In the outlet leg the density varies ·.·:i th va;:·orizatio:'.1 &:le: . 
the equation 
( 7) 
cannot be integrated directly. The two-;hase density(or t~e 
effective density) Q tp is defined as the mass of a unit \·cl t.:r:-:e of 
the flowing mixture. 
e tp = e g R g + e 1 R1 (8) 
= e gRg + ( 1-Rg )E' l 
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On this article,it is not necessary to 
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detail,but to suggest a generally usuable correlation ~hich see~$ 
to give reasonable results over the ranse of ~rocess ap;licatio~s. 
. l 
A great deal of the early work on two-phase flow was done by 
J.:artinelli and co-workers, ( 16) mostly using air-·1·:ater system at 
about atmospheric pressure. The correlation for volume fractions 
proposed by r.:artinell i and Irel son ( 18) seer:1s to work as well as an:r 
other correlation proposed over the en tire rar1ge of ca. ta avai la.bl e. 
The i:artinelli parameter Xtt v1ill be usec. to check flo·:.' regi::-:es 
(Fig.9) and proposed as follo~s. 
( 11) 
vhere; the subscript tt refers to the turbulent-turbulent flc~. 
(2) I-:omentum Loss (Acceleration Loss) 
As vaporization proceeds,there is a conversion of static 
pressure energy to momentu~ of the accelerating mixture. 
From equation(6), 
-6? 
lil 
= LlO V dV 
a ·ye tn t'o tn cc . - . ( 12) 
In the actual case, liquid and gas do not issue fror.: the re:::-oiler 
with equal velocities. Thus,equation(12) will be separated as 
follows. 
-!iP 
rn 
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(13) ~ x'° -1] o R 
'g g 
where; G = mass velocity, lb~/(sec)·(ft) 
If the group within brackets in equation(13·) is designated{, 
eauation(l3) becomes 
-b.P 
m 
where; 
'2. 
_; = .(1-x) 
'D R . 
g 
(3) Friction Loss 
e i 1 X 
+ - - -1 E? R g g 
(14) 
Calculation of the pressure loss due to friction may be i:1ade. 
using the pioneering v:ork in the field by !-:artinelli an¢ co',iorkers 
(18)(19) with the generalized correlation of Lockhart and Martinelli. 
The friction loss term of equation(6) r.iay be expanded to include 
the ~ntire path BCDA(Fig.1) 
-f::..P f 
Consideiing length CD,the friction loss term is 
-~P· = .tp to tp dL ~ 2f G V · f,C-D · gcDt 
where; ftp= Two~phase friction factor 
( 15) 
(16 )· 
If we consider only the liquid portion,the frictional loss. 
would be given by the equation. 
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-~P 1 f, 
(17) 
If equation(16) is devided by equation(17),a basic para-
meter of Lockhart and 1-Iartinelli is obtained. 
b.P f, to 
.6.P-" 1 
.l. ' 
(2f .. Vt dL ) l.;::, p 2 
= f) ( 1 E) 
Although not so noted, ~ refers to turbulent-turbulent flo~ ~:;e. 
The terms in equation ( 15) ref ering to lengths :s: aJ1c :.L. of :ig .1 
( 
are handled conventionally. The resulting ex;ressio~ for f~ictio~ 
loss in the outlet leg is 
(1~) 
in tubes (2C) 
( ';·1 ' ~-/ 
f
1 
is read from the Fanning friction factor chart at a liquid 
Reynolds Number. The smooth tube correlation may be used though it 
is more conservative to use the correlation for the relative rough-
ness of the actual surface at high Reynolds I·Jumbers. 
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In this article, I made computer programing for tctr. cases tc co:..:,-
are v1hich case is more reasonable one. Over tr.e t.:st;a: rc.r.fe o: 
process applications, f 1 ~ay te computed from 
f 
0.078 
= 
cJ:~ J for Re 1 > 2,100 
If Re
1 
< 2100 and Eeg) 2100, the calculaticr. proceecs sir.i:c..r:_.r, 
but the Reynolds I!ur..ber is on the v2.;:,or phase veloci t:i· . 
....6.P f, 1 = 
1 • .'here f is taken fror.; the Fanning chart at 
DG 
Re = _.E. 
g µg 
or fror.i 
(4) Pressure Balance 
( r ~ ' C.:; ) 
(24) 
( 2 5) 
The total local pressure gradient is the alpebraic sum of 
the three efects. For steady-state conditions, the circulation rate 
is governed by the equality. 
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..6 p . = PB - PA = -6P in out 
The primary design equation is obtained as follows. 
+ 
This equation is completely rigorous and is suitec ::or s:e;-
wise integration across the reboiler tubes fro~ 2 to J. 
If eff ec ti ve average value of t/;, e .,_ , and V, across the :'.-:o-l.P .L 
phase path C-D are used equation(26) 
for circulation ~t' 
27 
m~,-lct_,. be ir.tegrated 
. , . 2.r:c so.:. vec. 
(27) 
~~.~-~,., .. .,.., ______ , .... .., .. --~--___......--- . 
- • ~ ~ ~-,·· t~~.:,:t">·.-.-;">:;:., .. \., .. ·-. ..... .,.._., _ _.,_.,.,.,.-
where·e 
' tp = 
effective average two-phase density. 
a. 
1 cross-sectional area ratio = 
at 
( Inlet line ) 
Total tubes 
a. 
1 cross-sectional area ratio = 
aE 
( Inlet line ) Exit line 
Equation(26) and (27) may be regarded as design ecuations for 
establishing the circulation rate. Equation(27) is convenient for 
step•::ise integrations,with values of x,R1 ,Qtp'and '/J varying along 
the tube length. Equatior.(27) may also be used as a short-cut 
design equation with,its success depending upon proper selection 
of over-all effective average values. 
In the absence of specific data the rules given in Table 2 
2.re recommended. 
3) Heat Transfer 
Consider a vertical tube heated uniformly over its 1 ength V'i th 
a low heat flux an1 fed with subcooled liquid at its base. Fig.6 
shows,in diagrammatic form,the various flow patterns encountered 
over the length of the tube,together with the corresponding heat 
transfer region. 
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Whilst the liquid is being heate4 to the saturation tem-
perature ~nd the wall temperature remains below that necess·ary 
for nucleation, the process of heat transfer is single phase 
convective heat transfer to the liquid phase (region A) 
At some point along the tube,the condition adjacent to the 
wall are such that the formation of vapour from nucleation sites 
can occur. Initially,.vapour formation takes place in the presence 
of sub cooled boiling region, B, the i.·:all temperature remains essenti-
ally constant a few d_egree above the saturation temperature, ·whereas 
the mean bulk fluid temperature is increasing to the saturation 
temperature. The amount by which the wall temperature exceeds the 
situration temperature is knovm as the 'degree of superheat' (T. t) 
· sa. 
and the difference between the saturation and local ·bulk fluid 
temp.erature is kno,·:n a.s the 'd~gree of subcooling' CT sub). 
The transition beb-.·een regions B and -c·, the subcooled nucleate 
boiling region and the saturated nucleate boiling region is clear-
ly dE:fined fror.i a thermodynari'liC vie~·:point. It is point at i'rhich 
the liquid reaches the saturation- temperatu~e (x=O) found on the 
basis of simple heat b~lance calculations. Vapour generated in the 
su~cooled region is present at the transition between region Band 
C (x=O); thus some of the liquid must be subcooled to ensure that 
the mixed mean enthalpy of liquid equals that of saturated l.iQuid. 
This effect occurs as a result of the radial temperature profile 
in the liquid. The subcooled liquid flov.ring in the center of the 
30 
channel will only reach the saturation temperature at sor.ie cista.nce 
do·1mstream of the point x=O. 
The 'q~ality' of the vapor-liquid mixture at a disfance,Z 
is given on a thermodynamic basic as 
4H 
x (Z) = DG: (z-z.sc) (28) 
v!here; -H = surface heat flux 
~= latent heat of vaporization 
Z = length of tube required to bring the enthal;y of the 
SC 
1 iquid up to the sa.tu:r'ated liquid enthalpy 
(length of sensible heating· zone) 
In the range O(x(l,and for complete therr.,6dynar::ic equili"arit:::-., 
x represents the ratio of the vapour mass flo~ ra~e to the total 
mass flow-rate. As the quality jncreases through 'th~ saturated 
nucleate boiling region' a point r:1ay be reached \·.'hen a fundamental 
transition in the r:1echa:nism of heat transfer takes ;:lace. This 
transition is preceded by a change in the -flo,.-: pattern from bubbly 
or slug flow to annular flo,·1 (regions E and F). Eeat is carried 
away from the ,·:all by forced convection in the film to the liquid-
vapor core interface,where vaporization occurs. 
·Sinc.e nucleation is c6r:ipletely supressed, the heat transfer 
process can no longer be called 'boiling'. The region beyond the 
transition has been referred to as 'the two-phase forc.ed convective 
region' of heat transfer (regions E and F). 
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Fig. 6-Regions of heat transfer in convective boiling 
It is convenient to consider two zone in the reboiler tube 
to calculate the heat transfer. One is sensible heating zone 
(length B-C in Fig.l) an~ the other one is vaporizing zone(length 
C-D in Fig.1). In the sensible zone,liquid is brought to the 
boiling point by single-phase convective tra.r:sfer_,.but in the vapor-
ization zone, heat transfer is complex ·because it occurs both by 
tv-10-phase convective and by nucleate boiling mechanisms. This 
latter zone poses more difficult design problems. 
Actually,at moderate or hiih ·pressures,the ~ensible-heating 
I. 
zone is small and does not affect the over-all performs.nee of the 
reboiler. However,under vacuum operation or with high-velocity 
1 iquids, the hydro st a ti_c heat may suppress boi 1 tng along an appreci-
able distance of the tubes·. In the case of a thermosiphon reboiler, 
this reduces the circulation rate and thereby the· overall heat-
transfer coeffictent is low. 
* Sensible Heating Zone 
The first heat transfer regions encountered when a liquid is 
fed to a v~rtical thermci~iphon reboiler ire those of 'single-phase 
heat transfer to the liquid phase' and 'subcooled boiling'. c ...iO' 
the liquid entering the reboiler tube loses total pressure· end 
gains temperature in the sensible heating zone. 
Fig. 7 represents the temperature p.rofile for the design of 
thermosiphon reboiler. Liquid ~nters the bottom of the reboiler 
tube at temperature B. The liquid is heated at the design flux rate 
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TABLE2-Values for short-cut Calculation of Circulation P..ate(l) 
Value 
X 
Lcp 
z ... 
Definition 
Two-third of putlet fractional vaporization 
Liquid volume fraction based on one third of outlet 
fractional vaporization 
T\':o-phase density based on R 
Pressure drop ratio based on two-thirds the outlet 
fractional vapor 
Total tube length in whicl) vaporization occurs 
.Vertical distance in.which two~phase !lo~ occurs. 
Q) 
~ 
::I 
.µ 
('j 
~ 
Q) 
C. 
B E 
Q) 
.µ 
tube inlet 
(bottom) 
C 
D 
~~~~~~~~~tube outlet 
pressure ( to:i) 
Fig.7 Steam Temperature· Variation 
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for the reboiler until it reaches the temperature of the boili~f 
point corresponding to the pressure at that point in the tube,C. 
The temperature is then assumed to ~ecrease linearly to the o~t-
let temperature D. 
The overall te~perature difference is the~ the average te~-
pera ture c.:.i ff erence be t\1een the ter::;: erature of the hea tir:g ::.eci t..:~. 
and the estinated temperature ;rofile for the ~aterial insite ~he 
tube. 
The path is represe~ted by the equation 
t-t~ 
L, 
= 6 t/ t. L ( 0 ? ) 
-6?/b.L - 2-- ( 2 s) 
·.:here; subscri;;t = :re:ers to the liquic enterin:; the tute. 
':'he vapor jiressurc curve :-:-:2.y te r~;:,~roxir.:atec t:,., 
t-t = (6t/D.?) (?-? ) A s A (3C) 
If tA=t
0
(i.e.no heat loss from to1,:er reservoir),eou2..tion(2~1 ) 
and (30) can be solved simultaneously and rearranrec to give 
( 31 ) 
If liquid friction in the sensible heating zone is neglected, 
and if the liquid level is the tov1er is maintained even v:i th the 
top tube sheet, eq~ation(31) rives the fractional tube length 
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devoted to sensible heating. 
The value of pressure at the tube inlet is 
(32) 
Some typical value of pressure curve ( t!}/s listed in ::he Table· 3. 
Table 3-Length of Sensible Heating Zone (1) 
Ba terial 
. I I pressure I Gt I Fractional Tube Length 
. I ; (~t 
· ( psi a) · · · 1 · (lbs/ sec~f t)j · · t,p) s · · · L:,t · =20F · · .6 t =30F 
. ·- .--· _, .. 
I 
Water 17 
I 38 3.0 0.31 0.23 
\ 
1~0 3.0 0.37 b.28 
Benzene 15 I 38 4.0 
o. 53 0:.43 
I 150 4.0 
0.60 0.49 
Benzene 132 38 0.75 
0.08 0.06 
150 0.75 0.11 0.07 
n-Butane 145 38 0 .. 57 0.07 
0.05 
150 O.S7 0:. 09 0.06 
n-Butane 268 38 0.36 
0.04 0.03 
150 o .. 36. .0.05 . o. 04 .. 
The term D.t/61 is obtained from a heat balance. 
(33) 
For turbulent flow th~ well~known Dittus-Boelter equation 
has been found statisfactory. 
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(34) 
The term ./:;.P/h.L in equation(31) is calculated fror.1 the equation . 
D.P /D.L = 
.6FB, C 
+ ~L 
(35) 
Note; the 2nd term on the right may usually be negletted because 
sensible heating zone is sma11. 
* The Two-Phase Forced Convective Heat Transfer 
In boiling channels,in the absence of very high mass velo-
cities,the two-phase forced convective region is most likely to 
be associated with the an~ul~r flow pattern. 
Heat· is transferred by conduction and convection through the 
liquid film and vapour is generated continuously at the interface. 
Following the suggestion of ~·:artinelli ,many workers have corre-
lated their experimental results of heat transfer rates in the 
two-phase forced convective reg·ion in the form 
htp 
h 1 
where; ht_p 
hl 
= 
= 
the value 
values of 
efficient 
(36) 
of the two-phase heat transfer coefficient 
the single-phase li.quid heat transfer co-
based on the total(or liquid component) fl ow 
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Xtt = Martinelli parameter 
Over much of the range of gas-liquid ratios, the following 
equation fits weil(25). 
(37) 
Fair said although equation(37) was developed for the steam-
water system, it ca.n be used to apply to vaporizing alcohols and 
hydrocarbons and to air-water. 
* nucleate Boiling 
Since heat transfer in a vertical thermosi;:hon reboiler occurs 
both by nucleate boiling and by two-phase convective heat transfer-
with the latt~t mechanism often predominating-it is necessary to 
check for to the usual limiting criteria of pool boiling. 
A large volume of literature exists which covers the fundamen-
tal aspects of nucleate pool boiling. For design involving matet-
ials not studied experimentally ,useful empirica.1 equations are as 
follows(22). 
and Levy(27) 
c:2..0 
. . .Kl Cl~l 
hB = (constant) 6T (Ei -(2 ) b 1 ·g 
(38) 
l.O 
(t -t. ) 
vr o 
(39) 
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At the present time,no single equation can be recommended. 
The equation used should be the one which best fits the experi-
mental data for a similar material. 
Fair claimed(l) for an·y point in the vaporization zone,it 
may be postulated that the combined ·boiling-conve<:tive heat tran-
sfer coeffici·ent is composed of contribution from the two modes 
of transfer; 
h =oZ h., + (l., h 
V · D '\::' tp (40) 
The er.1pirical constants cl-. and \? are obtained from experimental 
data. For vertical thermosiphon reboilers,two-phase convective 
heat transfer usually predomi_nates and it is convenient to assign 
~ =1. 0 • Then, CA may be obtained from experimental data as a 
residual. 
cf= h -h V tp 
hB 
(41) 
In the ear1y stage of boiling(bubble flovt pattern) ci ha.s values 
of almost unity. 
In the slug fl ow regime, d has values between zero anci unit~'. 
Finally, in the annular flm·, regime,two-phase convective heat 
transfer alone occur-so, CX =0 then equation(40) is changed to 
h = h . (Fig.8) On the assumption that cf decreases in some 
v tP . 
regular fashion, as vaporiz~ tion proceeds t_hrough the slug flow regime, 
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a design basis has been established using Fig.~. 
More rigorous stepwise calculation of heat transfer rates 
should emply equation(3i) in the sensible heating zone and equation 
(40) in the vaporization zone. For short-cut calculation,the 
following equation should be used. 
(42) 
where; ex E is evaluated at ~Xi t cc;mdi tion 
c/1 is evaluated at 40% of exit vaporization 
(43) 
where; hB is evaluated for the average inside b. t 
htp is evaluated at 40% of the exit vaporization. 
Finally, the average inside heat transfer coefficient is 
calculated as a length-~ean average. 
h p 
(44) 
As mentioned previously, a number of relationships of the 
form equation(36) h~ve been ·proposed and in some cases these 
have been extended to cover the satu·rated nucleate boiling re-
gion also. Another possible correlation is Chen correlation(9} 
developed for the case of boiling flow. Chen has carried out a 
comparison of the correlation of 594 experimental data points. 
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None of the correlations examined by Chen can be considered 
satisfactory. 
Chen,therefore,propose correlation covers bo~h the 'nuleate 
boiling region) and the 'two-phase forced convection regiort'. 
It was assumed that both mechanism occur to some degree over the 
entire range of the correlation and that the contributions made 
by the two mechanism are additive. 
The total heat transfer coefficient is then obtained as the 
sum 
where; h.,_ = local heat transfer coefficient 
t,p 
h = nucleate boiling heit transfer coefficient 
l{B 
he= convective heat transfer coefficient 
(45) 
It \·.1as assumed that the convective heat transfer coefficient, 
he, could be represented. by a Dittus-B.oelter type equation, 
\·:here; Ret = Reynolds number for t1rn-phase flo\·.' 
·p 
Prtp = Prandtl number for two-phase flow 
43 
(46) 
where the thermal concuctivity(ktp) and the Reynolds and Prandtl 
numbers are effective valµes associated with the two-phase fluid. 
Howev.er,heat is transferred to a liquid film in 'annular' 
and 'dispersed' flow so Chen argued that it is reasonable to use 
the liquid thermal conductivity in equation(46). 
Sir.iilarly,the values of the Prandt1 modulus for liquid and 
vapour are normally of the same- magnitude and it may be expected 
that the 'two-phase· value·' will be close to this value. A para-
meter F is define·d, such that 
(47) 
So, equation(46) may now·be written as 
C,'! O.,-
h = 0 • 0 2 3 [ °G ( 1-X ) D l [ C P l ( k 1 )( F ) 
C ,,u 1 . k D / 
(48) 
The sole unknovm function in .equation(48) is the expression for 
F. 
However,since this ratio is a flow parameter only,it ma:; be 
expected that it can be expressed as a function of the I,:artinelli 
factor,Xtt' (Fig. 9) The analysis of Forster and Zuber(23·) \·:as as 
taken as basis for the evaluatioh of the 'nucleate boiling' 
component ,hrr;:i. 
\J.u 
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~ith effective values of the superheat and vapor pressure difference, 
hN:S = C.00122 
k c7'/ C OA: n o.,,.q l l " l (49) 
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Fig.10 lfodified Fair Flo\'; Regime r,:ap for Vertical Intube Flov; 
Chen then defines a. suppresion factor ,.S, th~ ratio of the mean 
super-heat(tiT e) to the wall superheat (6T sat) 
(50) 
The exponent O. 99 allows S to appear to the first po'.ver in the 
final equation. Using the Clausius-Clapeyron equation,equation 
(SO) can b~ written 
t.U. 
S = (8T /b.T .J 
e sa1.. 
o:,S 
(6? /1:::.P ·t) 
e sa 
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(51) . 
which allows equation(49) to be expressed as 
e,24 o.7£ 
~T .._!:::.P t sa1., sa (S) (52) 
7 .... ,...,1· ,.,h .... 
- \,, ;,. c \,, be expected that -the suppression factor,?,would approach 
unity at low flows and zero at hi~h flows~ 
Chen suggests that Scan be represented as a function of the 
local two-phase Reynolds m..i.mber,R .......... The functions F and S ·1•.1ere 
I.,,!-' 
c.eterrnined empirica1ly from experimental data using an iterative 
~rocedure to obtain the best solutions. These functions are 
shmm in Fig.11 and· Fig.12 for F and S respectively. The shaded 
area on these plots indicate the scatter of data round the two 
functions. 
1.0 r--,---,-.,.-,-,-r;----,-~~-r-,....,...,~ 
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Fig.11 Suppression Factor,S 
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VIII. EETHOD OF CALCULATION 
The stepwise ~ethod followed in the hydronarnic part of 
the design is continued for heat transfer calculations also. The 
point value of pressures,vapor qualities determined in the hydro-
c.: .. ·na:-::ic p2.rt of the design are used. '"he ~011 o·· .. ,~ ':"le-.... _. • - ·.·-·.·c ste~s are 
indicated for design. 
· (1) Assur.ie boil up rate and set reboil er outlet ter.iperature and 
pressure. 
(2) Obtain physical property data (frorn(24) 
a) Liquid and gas (vapor) densities, el and e g 
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:, -,....;.-...... --. ..-:.. ,.,_, .~·-- c.<-·, \..:.._.;;,., ••••• · .• -·· -'- ••.• 
b) Liqutd m:id gas (vapor) visco 9i ti.es, .V 1 and M g 
c) Liquid specific heat, c1 
d) Liquid thermal conductivity,k1 
e) La tent heat of vaporization, A.. 
f) Surface tension, 6 
g) Slope of vapor pressure curve, (~t/b.P)s 
(3) Stepwise calculations along th~ tube length,using increments 
of length of vaporization. 
( 4) Increments ar·e chosen sma11 enough that average values of R1 
n· r1i v h et 
., ,)(.;','"t-'-' ' c. g l, C 
(5) If the assumed and calculated values of over-all ·temperature 
difference and circulation rate significantly differ from 
each other,the entire loop including hydrodynamic and heat 
ttansfer calculations is to be repeate6 with defferent 
assumed value of those until conve·rgence is achieved. 
IX. COMPUTER PROGRAM 
A gener:al purpose computer program was developed using 
?ortran V incorporatiog_both the hydrodynamic and heat transfer 
aspects of thermosiphon reboiler design. The progra~ was run 
on Cyb er. The following nine· subpro~ra111 have· been developed and 
used in the master prb~fam. 
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' 
,-1 
'i 
I 
I 
l 
( 
. ¥_.., _______ _ 
(1) Subroutine Basic 1 
(2) Subroutine Basic 2 
(3) Subroutine Basic 3 
( 4) Subroutine Basic 4 
(5) Subroutine Basic 5 
(6) Subroutine Samp 1 
(7) Subroutine Samp 2 
(8) Subroutine Samp 2 
(9) Subroutine Sa~p 4 
Calculation for total h~at duty,mass 
velocity circulation rate. 
Calculation for difference in vapor 
pressure 
Calculation for basic variables (Reynol~s 
nur:nber,pressure grac.ient densi t? o: t·.-:o-
Dhase flow. ) 
Calculation for Reynolcs nunber for 
liquid.-phase and VRpor-;,hase and length 
of each increment 
Check for flow regirr:e 2.t e2.ch ;Joint 
Calculation for ~onvective heat transfer 
coefficient 
C~l~ulation for circulation rate to 
co:7ipare ':!i th that of Subroutine 32.sic 1 
Cal~ulation for excess te~~erature to 
co~pare ~ith assu~ed value 
dalcul2.tion for boiling heat tr2.nsfer 
coefficient 
The main an¢ subprograms ar~ presented as flow chart in Figure 13-
25. The program for the hydrodyna~ic part calculates the pressu~e 
drops in the inlet legs and checks for pressure balance ~ithin a 
50 
specified limit. At each vapor quality(X), two-phase density, 
acceleration pressure drop and circulation rate,etc. are c2,lculat-
ed. 
This ·proceJure is important in optimu~ pressure drop calculat-
ion. Another. important design variables such as len.;th of the tube 
(L), dian:eter of the tube(D.), heat flm:,etc.,:-:-.ust be deciciec. 
1. 
fror., lot of tr.ial and err.or calculations until get the optir::urn 
values. 
The program involves a.number of interconnectec loo'.')s,each 
one involving iterative calculations. The progra~ for the heat 
transfer calculati6ns carried out test for boiling an{ nucleation 
heat tr&nsfer coefficient 1..;.sing Fair and Chen's :.:e:hod :or each 
el er:1ent of the t 1.-ro-phase re-gion. J..s the chan~e in riea t fl 'JX has 
its effect on the hydrodynamic part of the c.esign, both ri:/droc.yna.:::ic 
and heat transfer parts ca.r:i be easily loopec tos:ether. 
The number of iterations depends [reatly on the chosen 
initial tube inlet veloc~ ty. The prograr.: \·:as applied t.o the. es-
ample of "Eutane colurrm reboil er".· (see Apendix) 
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·--··-
START 
CALCULATION FOR 
WTP 
YES 
WTP 
. STOP 
FIG13, FLO\{ DIAGRAM FOR CHECK FOR SUBROUTINE SAM:P2. 
(CHECK FOR CIRCULATION RATE) 
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START 
CALCULATION FOR 
, REL,REV,PLI 
---'-----I 
, USING BASIC 
VARIABLES 
T 
81----""--'-------I 
FIG14, FLOW DIAGRAM FOR SUBROUTINE BASIC4 
START 
CALCULATION FOR LIQUID-PHASE REYNOLDS HUViBER(RE) 
VAPOR-PHASE REYNOLDS HUl,1BER ( RE ) 
INCREMENT LtNGTH OF EACH 
VAPOR QUALITY(PLI) 
CALCULATION ·FOR 
GV,GL,XA,YB,XTT 
BUBBLE FLOW·~:..z.===---- ~S_L~UG~-~-· SLUG FLOW, 
PLI FLO\'J 
ANNULAR FLOW 
ANNULAR 
FLOW, 
PLI 
FLOW · PLI L 
FIG15, FLO\'J DIAGRAM FOR SUBROUTINE BASICS 
CALCULATION FOR.SUPERFICIAL MASS VELOCITY OF 
LIQUID PHASE(GL) AND VAPOR PHASE(GV) AND CHECK 
FLOW REGIME. · 
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' :.:.~_,,::>:::s 
NO 
START 
CALCULATION 
FOR 
DT 
USING VARIABLES 
YES 
DT 
STOP· 
FIG16, FLOW DIAGRAM FOR SUBROUTINE SAMP3 
CHECK FOR EXCES·s TEMPERATURE ( bT). 
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I 
l 
,l 
START 
J=l.8 
-----,-------,--------1---=f'------''~-------'t------~-------, 
P=0.3 
READ 
RL;RG,GT 
L WT HL 
P=0.4 
READ 
WT HL vT HL HL 
(x=0.05, P=0.05) 
READ 
RL,RG,GT 
HL 
CALCULATION FOR R,PA,RE,WL,PGR FROM X=0.05 TO·x=p WHICH INCREMENT'IS 0.05 
USING DATA AND BASIC VARIABLES FROM SUBROUTINE SAMPl 
R,X,PA,WL,1---------
APT,PGR 
FIG17, FLOW DIAGRAM FOR SUDR-OUTINE BASIC3. 
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HL 
! 
.I 
VL=TOTAL · 
LENGTH 
YES 
START 
CALCULATION FOR 
U,Q,NT,SL FROM 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
U, Q ,NT, SL 
. I 
·8 
NO 
VL+SL 
=TOTAL LENGTH 
FIG18, FLOW DIAGRAM FOR. CALCULATION BASIC VARIABLES & 
SENSIBLE HEATING ZONE. 
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YES 
START 
I~ -1 
READ; 
FS , FR, PI .,·UL 
CALCULATION FOR 
PFGRR, PFGRS 
I 
l 
PF.GRR & 
PFGRS 
I ~ I+l 
I~ 13 
.I 
~--,---___J 
NO 
STOP 
I 
FS,FR,PI,UL 
FIGl 9, FLOW DIAGRAM FOR FRIC'fION PRESSURE DROP CALCULATION. 
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YES 
START 
I~ 1 
\ READ 
\. 
F, S 
I ~ I+l 
I~ 13 
NO 
STOP 
F,S 
FIG20, FLOW l>IAC:HAM H>H 111·:A'I' THAN:;i,1,:H 
COEFFICIJo:N'I' CJ\I.Clfl,J\'l'JClN 
lJ~HNC CIIEN 1 :; Ml-'.'1'1101>. 
X ~- O. 05· · 
CALCULATION FOR 
HC,HNCB,HTPl,HPl 
X,HC,HNCB 
HTPl, HPl 
·····--------~ 
X f- X+O. 05 
.. --· ·------s YES 
X .~ (1 • (, (:., -
-----· r Nl~- --
(-;-;;:~ 
-1 
J 
l~I~3 
HP2 
=1XHB+HTP2 
HP2 
=0.8XHB 
+HTP2 
. / 
FIG21, FLOW DIAGRAM FOH IIEA'l' 
TRANSFER COEFFICIENT 
CALCULA'rI ON lJ[; I NC 
FAI n • s ME'l'HOD. 
( START 
I 
. 
HP2 
=0.5XHB 
+HTP2 
8~I~9 
+HTP2 
lO~I!:'.;13 
,I/ 
-IP2 
=HTP2 
HP2 
=0.6XHJ3 
+HTP2 
:~~2XHB J 
~----~-----' '------ '---~----' 
'/ 
' 
CALCULATION FOH HP2 
XTT, I TH, H'l'P 2 FROM 
RASIC VARIABLES 
__ r_. -
X , X 'I' 'I' , I IH , II 'l' P ? 
I IP? /.,,..-
_/ 
--. ·--~--
I I<) , 
\ 1, . 
. -Y----.-~ . --;r--""~ 
.. 
START 
-, 
CALCULATION FOR GT, vn, HL I 
I 
FROM BASIC VARIABLE,£. ,1 
(Q,V,PNT,D,A,PKL,BL,CL, 
etc. ) 
-····-----
\ 
FI(;22, FLOW DIAGRAM FOR SUBROUTINE BASICl 
CALCULATION FOR *MASSVELOSITY(GT) 
START 
*HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT OF 
LIQUID-PHASE(HL) 
*CIRCULATION RATE(WT) 
CALCULATION FOR DP 
FROM BASIC VARIABLES. 
(P,PC,TS,TW,TC,W,etc.) 
FIG23. FLOW DIAGRAM FOR SUBROUTINE BASIC2 
CALCULATION FOR DIFFERENCE IN 
VAPOR PRESSURE(DP) 
START 
CALCULATION FOR GT , WT, . 
1--__.., HL FROM BASIC VARIABLES 
(SIMILAR TO BASICl) 
FIC24. FLOW DIAGRAM FOR SUBROUTINE SAMPl 
SIMILAR TO SUBROUTINE BASICl 
BUT THIS SUBROUTINE IS CALLED SUBROUTINE 
BASIC3 
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0 
' 
START 
CALCULATION 
FOR 
HB 
FIG25, FLOi·! DIAGRAM FOR SUBROUTINE SAMP4 
CALCULATION FOR BOILING HEAT TRANSFER 
COEFFICIENT(HB) USING JACOB'S METHOD. 
X. APPENDIX 
* c4H10 Splitter Reboiler 
A thermosiphon reboiler is to be designed for a fractiona-
tor which separates n-Butane as the bottoms products. The con-
ditions below the bottom tray are 500psia and 295°F. 
A total of 17,500 lbs/hr vapor is to be produced. Physical data 
for n-Butane are from(24) as follows. 
e 1 = 23.28 lbs/ft 
E' g = 0.3572 lbs/ft 
µl = 0.086 lbs/(ft)(hr) 
µg = 0.04008 lbs/(ft)(hr) 
(6t/6P) = 0.36.F/psia 
c
1 
= 0.93 Btu/(lb)(°F) 
kl= 0.05006 Btu/(hr)(ft)(°F) 
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/\= 47.5 Btu/lb 
G = 5.874(10 )lbs/ft 
f= ( ~)r~ J' = 0.07 
Preliminary design 
Boiling is to be 1·nside -:i/4"-lF ";)','G steel' t1'.·rpc: i'f't- .1.·C'!'J'" V J -'I• _,"-'C....,; __ ...,_.., • ~· 
Condensing steam at 25psia is available for heating metiu~. ~s-
ing Table 1, we can get overall heat transfer ccefficie~t ~s 
expected as follows. 
r' = p 0.0005 0.003 ( .&-.,,..r-- rr-·-·e.' ~-...J··· -.C::.u.J.. ~) 
Using equation(l) 
1 u = ---
r 1 +r" p h 
1 
= 0.0005+0.003 
= 285.7 Btu/(hr)(ft)(°F) 
For the given heat duty and a total driving force of 6t=20'~. 
Total required surface area is calculated from equation(2) 
0 
A = U 6.t 
I 
= 17,500 X 47.5 
285.7 X 20 
= 145. 48 ft~ 
I 
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Total required number of tubes is calculated 
Number of Tube = ~=--T-=o~t_a_l_s_u_r_f_a_c_e=--a_r_·e_a_~-
Surf ace area of ~ach tube 
S N 145.48 
o ' T = -:-( 7t-. ~) (l"""."O-. 0~5~1"':="7"'t'"") -r-( 8~) 
= 111.9 equivalent to 112 tubes 
(2) Circulation rate 
For this syatem,the inlet line consists of 50 equivalent of 
6-inch standard pipe and the outl~t lin~(exit) consists of 25 
equivalent feet of 10-inch standard pipe. The decisioti ~f opti-
mum piping georr:et_ry requited trial and error calculations for 
agreement v.ri th the circulation rate. {see stibrou tine samn. 2. ) 
There is no special flow restriction in the inlet line and 
preliminary calculations(Table 3) indicate that essentially 
the entire surface is in the vaporiz~tion zone. Other results 
will be shown computer output. 
(3) Heat transfer rate 
Based on the calculated circulation rate of 12.15 lbs/sec 
stepwise calculation are carried out for increments of 5% vapori-
zation (x=0.05). As mentioned earlier,Fair and Chen's methods 
were used to calculate heat transfer coefficient. But the 
difference of -heat transfer coefficient betv.reen both methods is 
not severe.-. 
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,.,. 
' 
( 4) Computer output 
The calculations are smnmarized as follows. Several observa-
tion may be made · 
* The flow ;,atterns are "bubble." and "slug" 
* The required vaporization is attained in the 8 '-0'' tube length 
* In Fair's rnethod,he suggested some correlation for getting a 
boiling heat transfer coefficient. As can be seen in sutroutine 
samp 4, Jacob's correlation(25) was used to get a boiling heat 
transfer coefficient in this system. 
~ Svstem and variables 
~ . . 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 
:l:70 
180 
190 
200 
2:LO 
220 
230 
240 
250 
260 
270 
280 
290 
300 
3l.O 
320 
330 
c---------------·-···--------------. ---------------. --- ·----------
c 
C ABSTR?1CT: 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
THrs PROGRAM IS TO D~~IGN FOR VERTICAL 
THERMO-SIPHON REBbILER USING FAIR'S AND CHEN'S METHODS. 
THIS PROGRAM CONSIST OF 2""'.PARTS. 
ONE IS FOR PRELIMINARY DESIGN AND 
THE OTHER ONE IS FOR HEAT TRANSFER 
COEFFICIENT CALCULATION. 
c----------------------- --- ----------------------------------
c 
C 
C SYSTEM: 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
A THERMOSIPHON REBOILER IS TO BE DESIGNED FOR A FRACTIONATOR 
WHICH SEPARATES BUTANE AS THE BOTTOM PRODUCT 
BOTTOM TRAY ARE 500CPSIA) AND 295(DEGF) 
A TOTAL OF 32,500(LB/HR) VAPOR IS TO BE PRODUCED I 
. ....... ············-·-------------------------. .., .... · -·------
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.!>"+ ~) 
350 
360 
370 
3BO 
390 
400 
410 
420 
430 
440 
450 
460 
470 
480 
4S:'O 
500 
510 
G---------------------------------
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
520 C 
530 C 
540 C 
550 C 
560 C 
570 C 
5C:O C 
5'7'0 C 
600 C 
610 C 
620 C 
630 C 
640 C 
650 C 
660 C 
670 C 
680 C 
690 C 
700 C 
710 C 
720 C 
730 C 
740 C 
750 C 
760 C 
77() C 
780 C 
7'7'0 C 
800 C 
810 C 
820 C 
830 C 
840 C 
850 C 
860 C 
870 C 
880 C 
890 C 
90() C 
VARIABLES: 
A=INSIDE SURFACE AREA (SQREFT) 
AG=DENSITY OF VAPOR-PHASE (LB/CUBICFT) 
AL=DENSITY OF LIQUID-PHASE (LB/CUBICFT) 
ATP=DENSITY OF TWO-PHASE <LB/CUBICFT) 
BG=VISCOSITY OF VAPOR-PHASE <LB/FT-HR) 
BL=VISCOSITY OF LIQUID-PHASE <LB/FT-HR) 
CL=SPECIFIC-HEAT OF LIQUID-PHASE CBTU/LB-DEGF) 
D=TUBE INSIDE DIAMETER <FT) 
DLT=LATENT HEAT OF VAPORIZATION CBTU/LB) 
DP=DIFFERENCE IN VAPOR PRESSURE (PSIG) 
DT=SUPERHEATCTW-TE) CDEGF) 
DTP=SLOPE OF l.h'.'.iPOF, PF~ESSUF-:E cur-;:VE 
F=REYNOLDS NUMBER FACTORCRE/REL) 
FR=FRICTION FACTORCROUGH-PIPE) 
FS=FRICTION FACTORCSMOOTH-PIPE) 
G=GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT CFT/SQRESEC) 
GT=MASS VELOSITY (LB/SEC-CUBICFT) 
HB=BOILING HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT CBTU/HR-SRQEFT-DEGF) 
HC=MACROCONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT 
CBTU/HR-SQREFT-DEGF). 
HNCB=MACROCONVECTIVE BOILING HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT 
(BTU/HR-SQREFT-DEGF) 
HP=PROCESS HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT(BTU/HR-SQREFT-DEGF) 
HR=RATIO OF TWO-PHASE TO LIQUID HEAT 
TRANSFER COEFFICIENT CBJU/HR-SQREFT-DEGF) 
HTP=TWO-PHASE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTCBTU/HR-SQREFT-DEGF) 
HV=HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIEN1 OF VAPOR-PHASE 
CBTU/SQREFT-DEGF) 
PL=EQUIVALENT LENGTH OF TUBE <FT> 
NT=NUMBER OF REQUIRED TUBE 
PA=ACCERATION PRESSURE LOSS (PSIG) 
PFGRR=FRICTION PRESSURE GRADIANT<ROUGH-PIPE) 
PFGRS=FRICTION PRESSURE GRADIANT<SMOOTH-PIPE) 
PGR=PRESSURE GRADIANT -
PI=PRESSURE GRADIANT RATIO 
PKL=THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LIQUID-PHASE .(BTU/HR-F-DEGF) 
Q=HEAT DUTY CBTU/HR) 
R=ACCERATION GROUP CONSTANT 
RE=REYNOLDS NUMBER 
RG=VOLUME FRACTION OF VAPOR-PHASE 
RH=RESISTANCE HEAT TRANSFER OF HEATING MEDIUM 
RL=VOLUME FRACTION OF LIQUID-PHASE 
RP=RESISTANCE TO HEAT TRANSFER OF BOILING SIDE 
S=SUPPRESION FACTOR(CDTE/DT>**0.99) 
SL=SENSIBLE HEATING ZONE LENGTH <FT> 
ST=SURFACE TENSION (LB/FT) 
U=OVERALL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT <BTU/HR-SQREFT-DEGF) 
VP=PRODUCED VAPOR (LB/HR) 
UL=VELOSITY OF LIQUID-PHASE (FT/SEC) 
WL=FLOW RATE OF LIQUID-PHASE <LB/SEC) 
WT=MASS RATE<CIRCULATION RATE) <LB/SEC) 
X=VAF'OR CWALITY 
XTT=MARTINELLI CONSTANT 
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-··-···'• 96() 
970 
980 
990 
1000 
1010 
1020 
1030 
1040 
1050 
1060 
1070 
1080 
1090 
1100 
1110 
1120 
1-130 
114() 
1150 
1160 
1170 
1180 
1190 
1200 
1210 
1220 
1230 
1;~40 
1250 
1260 
1270 
1280 
1290 
1300 
1310 
1320 
1330 
1340 
1:550 
1360 
1370 
1:580 
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( 
C PART1:PRELIMINARY 
C 
LI 1::. ~:> .I. L:l N 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
BOILING IS TO DE INSIDE 3/4(INCH)-16BWG STEEL TUBE 8(FT> LONG 
CNDENSING STEAM AT 25(PSIG> IS AVAILABLE AS A HEATING MEDIUM 
FOR THE GIVEN DUTY AND A TOTAL DRIVING FORCE OF 20(DEGF>. 
DIMENSION RL1(8),RG1(8),FS1(8),FR1(8),PI1(8), 
+UL1(8),F1CB),S1C8) 
C 
C 
C PHISICAL PROPERTIES! 
C 
C 
C 
AG=O. :3572 
AL==2:5. 28 
BG=0.040B 
CL==O • 9:3 
DLT=47.5 
DTP=O. 3/., 
RH=0.003 
RP:.-=O. 0005 
OT=20. 
F'L==B. 
VP== :I. 7~i00. 
PKL=O. O~:i006 
ST=-~5. B74E····4 
D == 0 • 0 ~'.'j 1 7 
A===3. 14/4. *D**2 
BL==<>. OBl.1 
C CA I... CU I... AT l ON BA~:, I C \J ,".\ F~ l A I) I... F S AND !=>EN~:> I D 1 ... E HF AT J NG Z ON F 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
THE I NL.ET I... I ME CClNf; l !:iT~:; OF '.':iO EUU T VAL.EMT FEET OF 6 ( J NCH) 
STANDAF~D PI PE 
THE EXIT LINE cnt~SI~:1Tn nu 2~.'.'j EUl.llVt1I...EMT FEET OF :I.()( INCH) 
EiTANDARD PIPF. 
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* Preliminary Design 
u n 
n1... 
285,71.4:3 B:-31. 2~.'iO, 00 
NT 
:1.:1.2.01 • 2170 
**AS WE SEE,SENSIBI...E HEATING ZONE IS 
VERY SMALL COMPARE WITH 1·0TAL TlJBE LENGTH, 
r;o 'l.,JE cr,N MEGI...FCT AND A~:;r;UME ESSENT l AI...I...Y 
Tl··IE ENT J. RE SURF r,cE In l.)AF'Ur;: l ZAT I ON ZONE. 
ATP X n 
~:; • 2 2 n 1., :1. 1., , O~:iOO 3 • 4 ~:ib 90 
4 , 0 ::?. ~.'i :I. <,' 0 • :I.()()() 
1::· 
'"' • 
24010 
~~, 2b:l.470 , :I. ~:i () 0 7 • "/363:1. 
2 • 4 ~:i :I. 4 0 0 • ::.~ooo .I. :I. • ~:i u () () (i 
2 , :I. 0 4 3 3 n • ::.~ ~:i () () :I. '.'.'i • 4~.'i4 :1. / 
l , / ~:i / :I. 9 t., . :~ () () () 20 . 301.>77 
1 • :'.'i ::.~ ~.'i 7 1., n • :~ :'.'j () () :? ~ .. ; • 660 :I. :I. 
1.,340626 • 4 ()()() 3:1. • t., n ::_, o :t. 
n u t1 ,,,, 4 3 :1. • n ''16 1., ~-:; 
F'A 
:1.2 • 32/4~:i7 
10 • 6Ul12 4 U 
2/ • '.'.'i n 7 ~~ 6 3 
4 :I. . ::.~ 9 4 0 0 :I. 
1::·r.·· ,.,,., 
• :1.on<1:t.7 
·7 :? • 4 l ~~()<? 9 
9:1. • :·.'; o ::> n '.'.'i 6 
I l ::_> . <,> 7 /., /Ob 
(, '/ 
r~F WI... PGR 
l ()<?09'.'.'i • 47 11 .0463 33, 9872 
1 0 3 '.''.i O 0 • n:·~ :I. :I. • 2300 30 • ~5907 
9 "/ </ () (1 • I. <-; 1 () • l,313 :~7 • 3730 
923:1. :I • !:_:; !=:; :I.() • 0230 24 • 3:J40 
067:1.6 </ :I. <y 4163 21 4738 . • • 
n:1. 122 • 2/ n • noon 1n. 
7924 
"/ ~-; '.':i 2 '/ .1.,:~ u • ::_>() 1 ~~ 1 t., • 2897 
(, <;• <; :~ :.' <;' (,' ' ' • '.'i <-; ;·~ n 13 ,9b5H . 
' 
* Friction Pressure Drop Calculation 
F'FGRS F'.FGRR 
2.267270 3 .4.00905 
4+315022 6.422358 
6.550581 9.676995 
8,50862:1. :1.2 .A 7r;31. l. 
ll..084682 :1.l>, 1450Bl-
13,26l>84l ·l. 9. :I. 94579 
1.4. 175620 20 .• 377454 
16. 54331:1. 23.633301. 
**FRICTION P~ESSURE LOSS OF SMOOTH PIPE IS LESS 
THAN THAT OF ROUGH PIPE. 
BUT,ACTUALLYYil IS HARD TO ASSUME PIPE -IS SMOOTH 
SO,WE BETTER CONSIDER SOME FACTOR TO CORRELATE. 
FS FF: PI UL 
+004200 .006300 18.400000 1+024200 
+004300 +006400 38.000000 .971700 
.0044QQ .006500 63.000000 .919200 
.004500 +006600 90.000000 .866700 
~ 
+004600 .006700 130.000000 +8141.-00 
+004700 .006800 174.000000 .761600 
.004800 .006900 210.000000 .709100 
• 004900 • 007000 . 200.000000 .656600 
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* Circulation Rate Calculation 
Hfl= 525.7889 
= • 400000 GT= 51..7020 WT= 12.1500 HL=2r,>3. 8773 
.JTF'= 12. 3463 
*AS.WE SEE ,THIS VALUE(WTP) IS IN GOOD· 
REASONABLE AGREEMENT WITH THE THAT OF ROUGH 
CALCULATION OF 12.15 FROM SUBROUTINE BASIC1. 
* Heat Transfer Rate Calculation - using Chen's 
X HC HNCB HTF'1 
.050 748.761 6.601 755 +·362 
.100 11"32.044 4. 40:1. 1136.445 
+150 1320.512 4.1.07 1324.620 
.200 1587.339 3+814 1591.153 
,250 1797 .499 3.521. 1801..020 
,300 1999 .489 3.227 2002.71.7 
,350 2253.193 ·2. 934 22,56. l.27' 
+400 2623+091 2.934 2626.025 
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Method 
HP1 
1281.1.51 
16,S2. 234 
1850.409 
2116.942 
2326.809 
2528.506 
2781. 91.6 
3151.814 
t 
! 
\ j 
1' 
\ 
t 
I 
r~ 
',· 
• 
* Heat Transfer Rate 
Calculation - using Fair's Method 
X XTT HR HTf;'2 
HF'2 
,0500 l.+88898 2.55 748.38 
l.274.17 
.1.000 .96420 3.56 1.047.49 
l.573.28 
.1500 .63583 4.39 1;!.89.92 
1.81.5.71. · 
.2000 .46473 :; • :l 3 1. ~i08 .-so 
203'!·. 59 
.2500 .35872 5.84 :1.71.7.34 
2t90.~~j~j 
.3000 .2861.1 6.54 1.922. 96 
2396.17 
.3500 .23297 7 .-25 21.30.98 
2604.19 
.4000 .19223 7.98 234~i + 95 
2766.58 
HL= 25-'3. 877 
.. Calculation for Increment L°engtti . .. --·-· - - --
X REL F:EV F'LI 
.0500 1090.95. 47 5896.31 
1.1.3 
.1000 103500.83 1.7688+93 
2.26 
• 1. 500 97906.l.9 2S:'4El 1.. ~:i6 
.3. 39 
• 2000 <;'2311 + 55 41274 + 1.8 
4. 51 . 
,2500 86716+91. 530b6,BO 
5.64 
+300() 8t122. 27 64859.42 6+77 
+3500 75527.63 76652.05 
7.90 
+4000 69932+99 88444.t.>7 
9,03 
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* Check for Assumed Super-Heat 
:u r=:=4. 8263 
ttAS WE SEE,THE CALCULATED VALUE OF DT 
113 REt1~10Mr-1BI...E l_1.JITH TH?iT OF AS13UMFD Vr-lLIJE(DT=::~:i.) 
* Check for Flow regimes 
D'.J GL 
2"5C5l 
1. 0 ,, 3404 41. .361...S 
:l.!~+5:\.()6 
18,,09!'5? 
SI= 
\./ "· /\ 1··1 
;? • 7 :I. 
YF: 
A9 :I. 0 ,. ~.~;3 
, :;-;-:TO l<NOt...J FL.Cll,.J PFGTMF:, IF klF U'.:;F 1·iDI:iJFJFI'1 
I. 
WE CAN GET FOl...1...0WJG FL.OW REGIMES 
XTT I...FNDTH Fl..D\,,I F'.F13 J ML 
() ····c":, ~- ·.7 ·::- BUl'iCLF ii. Ui ! 
{.,. 7f:~---t:: {• () bl .. UG FI..CII,..: 
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J":" -:•,"'\, ... I 
t · .. I.,),::.() 
r 
E . 
C 
XI. CONCLUSION 
Fair's mathmatical models and assumptions ar~ easily translat-
ed into a computer program,which provides for a simulation of the 
reboiler.. Calculations using basic design variables show that the 
sensible heating zone is small and can be neglected. Consequently, 
the entire tube :surface ma.y be considered a -vaporization zone and 
• thus, simplified forms of the energy and presi0re balances can be 
used little error. 
The major objectives of this computer simulation are to der-
termine the circulation rate and vapor quality under the specified 
conditions. An al~orithm is proposed for steady state digital 
simulation of the thermo!3iphon reboil er. The validity of ·the 
algorithm was established by comparing calc~lated circulation rates 
and vapor quality for Fair's pen tane splitter example. Good agree-
ment was found as shown in Table 4. 
Certain problems were encountered during this work. 
* Figures from Fair's paper· cannot be compl e·tely translated into 
equations for computer use. Thus, after calculating some data 
value,another correlated value must be read from the given Figures. 
For instance, e.fter obtaining the value of Martinelli parameter 
Xtt from equation(ll), some other correl~ted value 
h 
of htp can be read from Fig.8 or Fig.9. 
e 
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and the ratio 
le, 
(:. 
t 
., 
Table 4-Test for Validity of Algorithm 
* Fair's c3 Splitter Example 
Specification : vapor product 
·pressure 
temperature 
17,600 lbs/hr 
101 psia 
164'F 
exchanger 218 ea of 16x I.D.~Bft long 
Calculating Variables Fair's ExamDle This \fork 
r 
Overall heat transfer 300Btu/ (hr) (ff ) 2263ti..:/(hr) 
coefficient ( o F) 
2. (ft)(°F) 
12.7lbs/sec 
I 
Circulation rate 13.93lts/sec 
Vapor product 4. 95lbs/sec ~ --p, I :::-.o ~s sec 
Q I 
Heat transfer coefficient 161. 2Btu/ (hr) ( ft ) i 173Btu/(hr) I 
(for liauid phase) (" F) (ft ) ( C F) I 
I 
!-lass velocity 27. Slbs/ (sec) (ft ) i 29.Slbs/(sec) I 
( f ... 
- L ) 
Vapor quality 0.39 0. L. 
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* The simulation is limited to heat fluxes le·ss than abo.ut 500Etu/ 
sec beca~se abov~ this flux vapor quality cannot meet the 0.4 
limits specified. 
* Tube gemet?:Y is important in calculating the boiling heat trans-
fer coeffictent and circulation rate~ Especially, circulation 
rate depends on the tube gemetry. Frank(2) said the cro~s-s~ctional 
I .D. a.rea of the outlet piping should be approximately equal to 
that of the total tubes,whereas the cross-sectional I.D. area of 
the inlet piping should be no' greater than half that of the total 
tubes. 
Finally, the simulation resurts can onl~: be corr;pletel:1 verifiec 
through a reboiler test. 
71:, 
NOMENCLATURE 
a = cross sectional area; f'f" 
A= total inside surface area for heat transfer, ft2 
C = specific heat, Btu/(lb)(cF) 
D = inside diameter, ft 
f = fanning friction factor 
F = friction loss, (ft)(lbs)/lb · 
. m 
g = gravitational constant, 32.2 ft/sec 
G = mass velocity,lb /(sec)(ft) m . 
h = heat transfer coefficient, Btu/ (hr) (ft2 ) ( ° F) 
k = thermal cond0ctivity, Btu/(hr)(ft)(°F) 
L - equivalent length of pipe,ft 
HT = number of tube 
2 
P =pressure drop,lbs/ft absolute 
Q: .= heat transfer rate, Btu/hr 
r = resistance t". heat transfer, (hr)( ft ) ( ° F) / Btu 
R = volume fraction of phase 
T := absolute temperature, R 
t = temperature, °F 
U = overall heat transfer coefficient, Btu/(hr)t°F)(fi) 
V = linear velocity, ft/sec 
w = mass velocity, lbs/sec 
X::= weight fraction of vapor(quality) 
Xtt ·= Martinelli parameter 
Z = vertical height,ft 
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*Greek.Letters 
cJ.- = correction factor for nucleate boiling 
~= correction fractor for convective transfer 
o = acceleration loss group 
~= letent heat of vaporization, Btµ/lbm 
)J. = viscosity, lb / ( ft) (hr) 
m 
~ = density, lb /ftj 
m 
6= surface tension, lbs/ft 
f!J = parameter for two-phase pressure loss 
lf = parameter for two-phase physical prop·erti~s 
-i:- Subscripts 
A = point· A in flow loop (Fig. 1) 
b = boiling 
B = point B in f 1 ow loop (Fig. 1) 
./:' 
= process sipe fouling 
.J.. p 
g = gas phase 
h = heat.ing medium 
i = inlet piping system 
1 = liqui.d phase 
m = mass 
p = process side 
E = reboiler exit system 
f = force 
s = staturated 
t = tub_e 
76 
tp = two-phase mixture 
v = vaporization 
w = tube wall 
77 
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